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SLO01: Communicate Musical Intentions
- Graduating students in the MM Music Performance Program communicate clear musical intentions and understanding at the entering professional level.

SLO02: Musical Forms, Processes, and Structure in Performance Applications
- Graduating students in the MM Music Performance Program demonstrate entering-professional-level understanding of and capability with musical forms, processes, and structures in performance applications according to the requisites of their specializations.

SLO03: Historical Awareness in Performance Applications
- Graduating students in the MM Music Performance Program demonstrate entering-professional-level understanding of historical awareness in performance applications according to the requisites of their specializations.

SLO04: Technical Ability in Performance Applications
- Graduating students in the MM Music Performance Program demonstrate entering-professional-level technical ability in performance applications according to the requisites of their specializations.

SLO05: Music Scholarship
- Graduating student in the MM Music Performance students demonstrate an appropriate level of music scholarship according to the requisites of their specializations.
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